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Like Humpty Dumpty, developers must fall

“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said in rath-
er a scornful tone, “it means just what I choose it to
mean – neither more nor less.” – Through the Looking-
Glass, Lewis Carroll

Sarasota County has stepped through the looking-
glass with residents’ interests upside down to devel-
opment interests. 

East County residents support a comprehensive
plan amendment preserving Old Miakka’s historic ru-
ral community. Developers threaten expensive law-
suits. 

Humpty Dumpty’s and developers’ words mean
what they choose – not what is real. Here are some
developers’ words opposing CPA 2019-C at a recent
public hearing and the real meanings:

“Chaos” and “hijacking the process” means Old
Miakka residents following county regulations and
asking the county to preserve existing rural zoning
densities.

“Vested private property rights” means rights to
imagined future hamlet rezones without filing an ap-
plication.

“Millions in county liability” means the county
paying developers for speculative, unreasonable in-
vestments in hypothetical future density increases.

CPA 2019-C is based on facts and the Old Miakka
Plan is in the public interest, maintains Apoxsee fu-
ture land use and deserves commission approval.

Humpty Dumpty must take a great fall.
Susan Schoettle-Gumm, Sarasota

Democracy is alive and well under socialism

I didn’t intend to write from Denmark, where I have
lived for 52 years, but my favorite newspaper pub-
lished a column full of errors about socialism and
Denmark.

Kay C. James wrote “Elders, take on socialism”
Sept. 6 with the following points:

h “… socialism has failed everywhere it has been
tried for over a century … “

In fact, Denmark, Sweden and Norway are among
the countries living successfully with a social welfare
structure: high taxes, free medical services and free
education at all levels.

h “In truth, socialists only care about the collective,
not the individual.”

At the moment, Danes are adopting rules that
masks must be worn on public transportation and
elsewhere. They say, “I don’t like it, but I want to think
about and protect others.” What is wrong with that
approach?

h Socialism “depends upon the dictatorship of a
military leader or a political party”? James must be
thinking of communism in the Soviet Union.

Democracy is in full bloom in socialist countries;
there is much to admire and emulate.

Ellen Bick Asmussen, Dronningmølle, Denmark,
and Sarasota

Era of idiocy: Fairness taken to extreme

In reference to Carrie Seidman’s column, “Should
Sarasota schools accept parental gift targeted for
their own kids?”: Privilege and unfairness seem to be
quite disturbing to many people. 

When the Titanic started to sink, the captain and
officers knew that there was not enough space in the
lifeboats to save everyone. Luckily, they lived before
the era of idiocy. They decided to save as many lives as
they could.

Today, the lunatic left would insist that everyone
on board drown, just to be fair.

Bruce Petrie, Sarasota

Vote for Democrats, vote for environment

Environmental issues loom large in this election
season. We in Florida are especially vulnerable to wa-
ter pollution, intense storms, sea-level rise, overde-
velopment and any degradation of nature that hurts
tourism. 

The contrast between the presidential candidates
on the environment is massive. 

We have a president who has failed miserably on
this issue, removing public safety regulations, calling
climate change a “hoax,” abandoning international
climate efforts and favoring the fossil fuel industry. 

When enriching polluting corporate paymasters
and temporarily goosing the economy are your only
objectives, it’s not going to end well for public health.
Other Republicans have done little to nothing to offset
Trump’s damage. 

Joe Biden and the other Democrats on the ballot, in
sharp contrast, have a positive environmental record
and future agenda. 

Floridians are known for being properly con-
cerned, even passionate, about the environment.
Take that passion to the polls and vote for Biden and
all down-ballot Democrats on Nov. 3.

Peter Burkard, Sarasota

Trump backers are free to speak their minds

What happened to free speech? It seems that any-
thing positive written about President Donald Trump,
or said at his convention, is criticized by the left. I’m
referring to the Sept. 5 letter “Black speakers at RNC
just for show.”

The rare pro-Trump columnist in your paper, Marc
Thiessen, is called a “Trump lapdog.”

Should we say that the pro-Biden-Harris people
also were “just for show?” Pro-Trumpers have as
much right to speak as the Biden fans, without the ac-
cusations and name-calling. 

I am pro-Trump and love my country. I am not a
hateful racist, as I am constantly called. Live and let
live, please.

Harriet Joy Epstein, Sarasota

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS

Floridians have never been able to trust the num-
ber of coronavirus cases reported by the DeSantis ad-
ministration.

Not when it fired a data scientist who wouldn’t
manipulate the figures. Not when state health offi-
cials wouldn’t release real-time hospitalization fig-
ures. Not when we couldn’t get solid answers about
COVID’s rampage through nursing homes. And not
when, as the governor did last week, he embraced the
guidance of the new White House’s coronavirus ad-
viser, Scott Atlas.

Atlas, who appeared at a series of press confer-
ences in Tallahassee, The Villages and Tampa, has no
expertise in epidemiology or infectious diseases.
What he has are firm political views that make him
willing to dispense the kind of medical advice that
President Donald Trump and Gov. Ron DeSantis like
to hear.

“We are the only country of our peer nations in the
Western world who are so hysterical about reopening
schools,” said Atlas, who became a member of the
White House Coronavirus Task Force in August. “We
seem to be the only country willing to sacrifice our
children out of fear.”

Atlas also recommends only testing people with
coronavirus symptoms, despite experts’ warning
that symptoms don’t have to be present in order for a
person to be coronavirus positive – and contagious.
However, there is the added “benefit,” at least for this
administration, of being able to boast of a declining
number of cases, no matter the human cost. 

So DeSantis has given signs of distancing himself
from the entire exercise of testing Floridians and
publishing the results.

But last Tuesday, he appeared genuinely incensed
that the state reported more than 7,500 additional
COVID-19 cases, a huge increase over recent days. It
turns out the daily number was inflated by what the
governor called a “dump” of old tests from Quest Di-
agnostics, which had withheld test results from the
state dating back as far back as April. Unbelievable,
even for Florida. 

DeSantis was livid. So should every Floridian
whose tax money paid for this shoddy service. The
governor fired the testing lab, a straightforward and
solid decision. Now he needs to show that he’s is
committed to fighting, not hiding, COVID’s continued
presence. 

From the start, the number of coronavirus cases in
Florida has been in dispute – spurred by DeSantis in-
jecting President Donald Trump’s preference for
scoring political points at the expense of science-
based policies. That’s why there’s no mask mandate.
News reporters and the governor’s office have been
going back and forth, and round and round, on the
correct count for months, with the state suspected of
underreporting cases. Those suspicions are well-
founded. 

Last week, there was simply more evidence for
concern. DeSantis immediately, and rightly, severed
ties with Quest Diagnostics. 

It wasn’t the first time the lab was derelict. Last
month, Quest, headquartered in New Jersey, report-
ed a smaller dump of historical testing data from a lab
in Miami Gardens that skewed that day’s numbers.
The law requires all COVID-19 results to be reported
in a timely manner. 

“To drop this much unusable and stale data is irre-
sponsible,” DeSantis said. He’s absolutely correct. 

The governor added that, “Quest has abdicated
their ability to perform a testing function in Florida
that the people can be confident in.” 

Quest’s failure significantly threw the numbers off
and, with them, the solidity of every decision made
by mayors in South Florida as to when to reopen –
because they were relying on the numbers. We com-
mend the governor for firing Quest. Better still will be
if his administration refuses to let bygones be by-
gones and doesn’t rehire Quest for a future gig. 

The very recent example of the state bringing back
on board Deloitte Consulting, the company that
made a mess of the unemployment benefits website,
should be enough of an embarrassment.

THE VIEW FROM MIAMI

DeSantis
correct to fire
shoddy lab
The Miami Herald Editorial Board

One thing, above all, was relentlessly drummed
into me at the University of Chicago’s Booth School of
Business: You, private citizen, should not attempt to
outguess the market.

Asset prices represent our collective best guess
about the future value they will return to owners.
Those guesses are often wrong. (Predictions are hard,
as the old saying goes – especially about the future.)
But your guesses are at least as likely to be wrong as
everyone else’s, so there’s no point wasting money, or
mental energy, on trying to time your bets.

The past six months have taken much away from
me, but they have only built up my faith in this axiom.
Had someone asked me in March, I would have pre-
dicted that after six months of pandemic, the housing
market would be full of panicked people frozen in
their homes, except for those who were being evicted.
Instead, the housing market is roaring.

I won’t sully my diploma by prophesying some in-
evitable collapse. But I will outline my short-, medi-
um- and long-term worries about what this reveals.

In the short term, the housing market tells a story
of two Americas. One has the educated and profes-
sional classes, most of whom can work from home.
They’re breaking leases to move to the suburbs or the
country; trading up to bigger places; taking advantage
of low interest rates to refinance; building additions
for the new home office.

The other America has the people whose job re-
quires their physical presence. Many are out of work
and worried about how to pay their rent or mortgage;
those who still have jobs are stuck in place and wor-
ried about getting COVID-19. Unless more emergency
relief is forthcoming from the government, many of
those fears will come true, making the contrast be-
tween winners and losers in this economy not merely
stark but intolerable.

In the medium term, the story is not of two Amer-
icas but three markets: single-family homes, multi-
family housing and commercial real estate. In the
worst-case scenario – in which there is no vaccine for
a long time – demand for multifamily housing and
commercial real estate both crash, while demand for
suburban, exurban and rural homes keeps climbing.

Even in an optimistic scenario, in which, say, a vac-
cine is produced by year’s end, commercial real estate
may struggle for quite a while. You don’t need to imag-
ine everyone teleworking from such far-flung loca-
tions as Ulan Bator; just imagine offices becoming
places where employees gather two or three days a
week and work from home the rest of the time. In such
a world, short commutes become much less valuable,
while demand grows for square footage. This would
depress demand for office space and cozy, close-in
apartments – and activity for all the associated busi-
nesses that serve commercial cores, whether hotels or
hot lunch vendors.

That adjustment would not be easy. Businesses
will fail, taking out personal savings and lifelong
work. Bankers and investors will have to retrench,
making new projects harder to fund. Some local gov-
ernments will have to rebuild their tax bases from
scratch. Homeowners in megacities, who have come
to think of steady home price appreciation as a sort of
natural law, may well see their biggest asset lose sub-
stantial value.

This brings me to the longest-term story, which
played a pivotal role in previous crises and a support-
ing role in the current housing market: interest rates.

The long, secular decline of interest rates and in-
flation since the 1970s has been one of the major rea-
sons for the long, secular increase in the value of own-
er-occupied housing. Just how much interest rates
matter becomes apparent when the Fed drops rates to
rock bottom. My bank is offering a 15-year mortgage at
2% interest. We are in the midst of refinancing.

Over the years, I’ve said that “interest rates can’t
stay this low forever” and been punished by the gods
of the Efficient Market for my hubris; I won’t make
that mistake again. Instead I’ll ask what happens if
they stay this way. The Fed couldn’t lower interest
rates further to cope with the next crisis – and banks
aren’t going to pay us to take their money.

These are my distant and fuzzy worries, though
steadily coming into view: How much of what we con-
sider a “normal” housing market, such as steadily
growing prices, is actually a function of the long, slow
decline in interest rates? And what does the end of
that trend foretell for the people who are counting on
selling their house to finance retirement – or the cen-
tral bankers who are counting on loose monetary pol-
icy to finesse whatever future disaster hasn’t yet aris-
en? I’m afraid I can’t see an easy answer to those
questions. But I can see enough to make me fret.

Megan McArdle writes for The New York Times.

Housing market cannot last forever

Megan McArdle
Columnist
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